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UNDERSTANDING CASE 
STUDY RESEARCH
Small-scale Research with Meaning

Malcolm Tight

With a grounding in both theory and 
practice, this book focuses on the use and 
consumption of case studies to show readers 
the value and effectiveness of using this 
research method for their projects.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social 
sciences.

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446273920 • 224pp

1st edition • Feb-17 • £30.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING DATA SCIENCE IN R
An Introduction for Social Scientists

Mark Andrews

This approachable introduction to doing 
data science in R provides step-by-step 
advice on using data science tools and 
statistical methods to carry out data analysis. 
Introducing the fundamentals of data science 
and R before moving into more advanced 
topics like Multilevel Models and Probabilistic 
Modelling with Stan, it builds knowledge and 
skills gradually.

Readership: Students at advanced undergraduate or postgraduate level 
learning how to analyse and manage social science data using R.

Subject: Content Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526486776 • 640pp

1st edition • Mar-21 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THINKING 
ETHNOGRAPHICALLY
Paul Atkinson

Introducing the idea of ‘granular ethnography’, 
this interdisciplinary text shows readers how 
to take ethnography’s theoretical foundations 
into account and clearly lays out the 
importance of doing so.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students, and researchers, 
across the social sciences.

Subject: Ethnography
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9780857025906 • 216pp

1st edition • Jul-17 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

HYBRID ETHNOGRAPHY
Online, Offline, and In Between

Elizabeth I. Przybylski

Hybrid Ethnography provides researchers 
with concrete and theory-based ways to 
combine online and offline ethnographic 
research methods to support the reality of 
much contemporary fieldwork. As part of 
the Qualitative Research Methods series, 
this concise book serves students and 
faculty designing, conducting, and writing up 
dissertations and research studies.

Subject: Ethnography
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544320328 • 224pp

1st edition • Aug-20 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

PROGRAM EVALUATION
Embedding Evaluation into Program 
Design and Development

Susan P. Giancola

Program Evaluation: Embedding Evaluation 
into Program Design and Development 
provides an in-depth examination of the 
foundations, methods, and relevant issues in 
the field of evaluation. With an emphasis on 
an embedded approach, where evaluation is 
an explicit part of a program that leads to the 
refinement of the program, students will learn 
how to conduct effective evaluations that 
foster continual improvement and enable data-based decision making.

Subject: Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506357447 • 432pp

1st edition • May-20 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

PROGRAM EVALUATION 
AND PERFORMANCE 
MEASUREMENT
An Introduction to Practice

James C. McDavid, Irene Huse,  
Laura R. L. Hawthorn

Program Evaluation and Performance 
Measurement offers a conceptual and 
practical introduction to program evaluation 
and performance measurement for public and 
non-profit organizations.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506337067 • 568pp

3rd edition • Nov-18 • £77

SAGE Publications, Inc
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DEALING WITH 
COMPLEXITY IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
EVALUATION
A Practical Approach

John Michael Bamberger, Jozef Leonardus 
Vaessen, Estelle R. Raimondo

A practical guide for people who commission, 
implement and use evaluations of complex 
development interventions.

Readership: Postgraduate students and researchers across  
the social sciences.

Subject: Evaluation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483344249 • 480pp

1st edition • Dec-15 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

EVIDENCE-BUILDING 
AND EVALUATION IN 
GOVERNMENT
Kathryn Newcomer, Nicholas Hart

This text provides a road map for evaluators 
doing business within or for government, 
public managers who are expected to assess 
and use evidence generated by a large variety 
of evaluation approaches, and students taking 
evaluation courses in public management.

Subject: Evaluation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071808726 • 152pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

LEADING CHANGE 
THROUGH EVALUATION
Improvement Science in Action

Kristen L. Rohanna

This book shows why those hoping to use 
evaluation to drive change in complex 
systems, rather than develop or improve one 
program, policy, or product, need to shift from 
the oversimplified idea of formative evaluation 
to a more specified continuous improvement 
model grounded in improvement science. 

Subject: Evaluation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071847862 • 168pp

1st edition • Jan-22 • £23.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CLASSIC GROUNDED 
THEORY
Applications With Qualitative and 
Quantitative Data

Judith A. Holton, Isabelle Walsh

This book provides practical step-by-step 
guidance for doing grounded theory (GT) 
using the classic approach articulated by 
Barney Glaser.

Subject: Grounded Theory
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483372549 • 256pp

1st edition • May-16 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
TEXT MINING
Research Design, Data Collection,  
and Analysis

Gabe Ignatow, Rada F. Mihalcea

Gabe Ignatow and Rada Mihalcea’s An 
Introduction to Text Mining provides 
a foundation for readers seeking a solid 
introduction to mining text data. The book 
covers the most critical issues that must be 
taken into consideration for research projects, 
including web scraping and crawling, strategic 
data selection, data sampling, use of specific text analysis methods, and 
report writing.

Subject: Internet Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506337005 • 344pp

1st edition • Dec-17 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

DOING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH ONLINE
Janet E. Salmons

Written by a scholar-practitioner in e-learning 
and online academia with 20 years’ 
experience, this book will help students and 
researchers across the social sciences looking 
to do qualitative research online. It’s also 
accompanied by extensive online resources 
including templates, exercises and further 
reading to further develop digital literacy. 

Readership: For upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social sciences, studying courses 
such as Qualitative Research, Online Research, Digital Research and 
Qualitative Data Collection.

Subject: Internet Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529714128 • 304pp

2nd edition • Jan-22 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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NETNOGRAPHY
The Essential Guide to Qualitative 
Social Media Research

Robert V Kozinets

In this landmark Third Edition, Netnography: 
The Essential Guide provides the theoretical 
and methodological groundwork as well as the 
practical applications, helping students both 
understand and do netnographic research 
projects of their own.

Readership: Upper level students and 
ethnographic researchers across social 
sciences, in media and cultural studies, anthropology, education, nursing, 
travel and tourism, and others.

Subject: Internet Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526444707 • 472pp

3rd edition • Oct-19 • £30.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE PROBLEM-CENTRED 
INTERVIEW
Andreas Witzel, Herwig Reiter

In the first book in English to cover this 
important area, readers are introduced to 
the methodology, principles and practice of 
Problem-Centred Interviewing.

Readership: Novice and experienced 
interview researchers across the social, 
educational and health sciences.

Subject: Interviewing
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781849201001 • 216pp

1st edition • Jun-12 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING INTERVIEW 
RESEARCH
The Essential How To Guide

Uwe Flick

Packed with features like case studies and 
checklists, this accessible book gets students 
up and running so they can both understand 
interview research and use it in their projects.

Readership: Upper undergraduate and 
postgraduate social science students studying 
research methods or qualitative research.

Subject: Interviewing
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526464064 • 448pp

1st edition • Nov-21 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERVIEWING
A Guide to Theory and Practice

Kathryn Joy Roulston

Connecting “theory” and “method” can 
be challenging for novice researchers. 
Interviewing: A Guide to Theory and 
Practice draws from, and extends, the 
author’s earlier 2010 book, and focuses on 
three interrelated issues, how researchers: 
theorize research interviews; examine their 
subject positions in relation to projects 
and participants; and explore the details of 
interview interaction to inform practice.

Subject: Interviewing
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071815717 • 360pp

1st edition • Jan-22 • £46.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

MERGED METHODS
A Rationale for Full Integration

Giampietro Gobo, Nigel G. Fielding,  
Gevisa La Rocca, Wander van der Vaart

This provocative book discusses a new turn 
in mixed methods research: merged methods. 
Moving beyond the binary quantitative-
qualitative distinction, it shows students how 
to integrate methods in social research.

Readership: Postgraduate students and 
researchers across the social sciences using 
mixed methods.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529717730 • 312pp

1st edition • Nov-21 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DEVELOPING A MIXED 
METHODS PROPOSAL
A Practical Guide for Beginning 
Researchers

Jessica DeCuir-Gunby, Paul A. Schutz

This practical, hands-on guide helps 
beginning researchers create a mixed 
methods research proposal for their 
dissertations, grants, or general  
research studies.

Readership: Undergraduate students across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483365787 • 288pp

1st edition • Nov-16 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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NARRATIVE AS TOPIC 
AND METHOD IN SOCIAL 
RESEARCH
Donileen R. Loseke

Narrative research is an increasingly popular 
qualitative method across the social sciences. 
This book has two purposes: firstly to show 
students and researchers how to do research 
on narrative topics, particularly on questions 
about narrative productions of meaning, and 
secondly to explain some fundamentals of 
research methods suitable for exploring these 
topics. The final part of the book provides empirical examples of how such 
research is done.

Subject: Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071851661 • 122pp

1st edition • Feb-22 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

UTILIZATION-FOCUSED 
EVALUATION
Michael Quinn Patton, Charmagne Elise 
Campbell-Patton

The Fifth Edition of the bestselling Utilization-
Focused Evaluation provides expert, 
detailed advice on conducting evaluations 
that promote effective use of the findings. The 
authors begin by describing the essence of 
utilization-focused evaluation, and then outline 
10 operating principles. They conclude with 
chapters focused on how evaluation can be 
used to promote a more thoughtful, equitable, 
and sustainable world.

Subject: Qualitative Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544379456 • 414pp

5th edition • Jan-22 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

PARTICIPATORY VISUAL 
METHODOLOGIES
Social Change, Community and Policy

Claudia Mitchell, Naydene De Lange, 
Relebohile Moletsane

A guide to how participatory visual methods 
and arts-based methods can influence social 
change and make a significant contribution to 
policy dialogue.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781473947313 • 248pp

1st edition • Oct-17 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

APPLIED THEMATIC 
ANALYSIS
Gregory Stephen Guest,  
Kathleen M. MacQueen,  
Emily Elizabeth Namey

This book provides step-by-step instructions 
on how to analyze text generated from 
in-depth interviews and focus groups, 
relating predominantly to applied qualitative 
studies. The book covers all aspects of the 
qualitative data analysis process, employing 
a phenomenological approach which has a 
primary aim of describing the experiences and 
perceptions of research participants.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Hardcover • 9781412971676 • 320pp

1st edition • Jan-12 • £77

SAGE Publications, Inc

BASICS OF QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH
Techniques and Procedures for 
Developing Grounded Theory

Juliet Corbin, DNSc, Anselm Strauss

A landmark volume in the study of qualitative 
methods, this book presents methods that 
enable researchers to analyze and interpret 
their data, and ultimately build theory from it. 
Highly accessible in their approach, authors 
Juliet Corbin and Anselm Strauss (late of the 
University of San Francisco and co-creator of 
grounded theory) provide a step-by-step guide to the research act, from 
the formation of the research question through several approaches to 
coding and analysis, to reporting on the research. 

Readership: Students across the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781412997461 • 456pp

4th edition • Mar-15 • £46.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CONSTRUCTING 
GROUNDED THEORY
Kathleen C. Charmaz

Presenting readers with a reflective view 
of Grounded Theory from a constructivist 
perspective, this Second Edition continues to 
expertly introduce key debates in the field.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780857029140 • 416pp

2nd edition • Mar-14 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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DOING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH
David Silverman

A practical, step-by-step guide to qualitative 
research projects, featuring interactive 
Silverman workshops to help students think 
critically about research and choose the best 
path for their project.

Readership: Any upper-undergraduate or 
postgraduate student carrying out a qualitative 
research project, especially in the applied 
social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529769005 • 640pp

6th edition • Dec-21 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING VISUAL 
ETHNOGRAPHY
Sarah Pink

An unrivalled exploration of what visual 
ethnography is and what it should be, this 
book maintains a fine balance between theory 
and practice. The author provides up-to-date 
digital and technological topics in this Fourth 
Edition; offering clear, relevant guidance on 
the approaches that contemporary students 
want to understand and the tools they want 
to use.

Readership: Students at all levels undertaking visual ethnographic 
research on its own, or as part of a wider qualitative project, particularly in 
fields such as anthropology or human geography.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529717662 • 304pp

4th edition • Jan-21 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

HOW TO DO QUALITATIVE 
INTERVIEWING
Bethany Morgan Brett, Katy Wheeler

From finding participants to writing questions, 
this hands-on book tells students everything 
they need to know when doing qualitative 
interviews.

Readership: For undergraduate students 
doing their own research projects/
dissertations using interview methods.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526497352 • 224pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERPRETATIVE 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS
Jonathan A. Smith, Paul Flowers,  
Michael Larkin

Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) 
is a qualitative research approach committed 
to the examination of how people make sense 
of their major life experiences. This handy 
text covers its theoretical foundations and 
provides a detailed guide to conducting IPA 
research.

Readership: At U/G level very broad range of Postgraduate courses 
including Clinical and Health Psychology as well as Methods. The book is 
also adopted as essential on Qualitative Health Research and Public Health 
P/G courses.U/G courses tend to recommend the book as supplemental 
for Qualitative Research Methods at 2nd and 3rd year.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529753790 • 280pp

2nd edition • Jan-22 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERPRETING 
QUALITATIVE DATA
David Silverman

This approachable, clear and friendly Sixth 
Edition of David Silverman’s classic text 
equips students with the tools to tackle key 
issues faced by qualitative researchers and 
establish good practice in their own research. 
The book comes with entertaining and 
inspiring videos from the author and a wealth 
of online resources to support the text.

Readership: Students and researchers 
across the social sciences undertaking a qualitative research project or 
undertaking a qualitative research module for the first time.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526467249 • 568pp

6th edition • Nov-19 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE CONTENT 
ANALYSIS
A Step-by-Step Guide

Philipp Mayring

This book is a systematic, eight-step guide 
to qualitative content analysis, supporting 
students through each stage of their research 
project, no matter the type or amount of data.

Readership: This book is for researchers 
or final-year undergraduate/postgraduate 
students studying qualitative research and 
doing their own research projects involving qualitative content analysis.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529701975 • 272pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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THE HOW TO OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Janice Aurini, Melanie Heath,  
Stephanie Howells

This book is a step-by-step introduction 
to doing qualitative research, supporting 
students through every milestone of their 
research project, no matter the type of data or 
research tools they use.

Readership: This book is for upper 
undergraduate and postgraduate students 
carrying out their first qualitative research 
project across the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526495044 • 336pp

2nd edition • Jan-22 • £30.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

VIRTUAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Christine M Hine

This comprehensive collection covers 
perspectives on the Internet as a social 
space as well as covering research 
models appropriate for the Internet, ethical 
considerations and information about 
innovation in the field.

Readership: Advanced academics in 
qualitative research methods; also library 
collections.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Major Works

Hardcover • 9780857027405 • 1616pp

1st edition • Oct-12 • £710

SAGE Publications Ltd

AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
Process, Product, and Possibility for 
Critical Social Research

Sherick A. Hughes, Julie L. Pennington

Describing how autoethnographers go about 
collecting, analyzing and reporting data, 
this book provides a historic and theoretical 
background, followed by methods chapters 
that guide students through the process.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483306766 • 272pp

1st edition • Jan-17 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CRAFTING QUALITATIVE  
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
A Prequel to Design

Elizabeth (Betsy) Baker, President

The essence of research design is the ability 
to articulate research questions. This book 
dissects the anatomy of a qualitative research 
question, outlines the role of paradigms 
in research design, describes strategies 
to use the anatomy as a design heuristic, 
and provides sample cases that track the 
decisions two researchers made while 
formulating a qualitative question. The book concludes with advice on how 
to move from the research question to the proposal.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071819135 • 120pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

DOING RAPID 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Cecilia Vindrola-Padros

An introduction to rapid research, this book 
shows students how to do quick, quality 
research that balances accommodating 
time and resource constraints with credible 
research design.

Readership: This book is for researchers 
or final-year undergraduate/postgraduate 
students studying qualitative research, 
qualitative inquiry, research methods and 
research design.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781526497369 • 200pp

1st edition • Sep-21 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTRODUCTION TO 
PHENOMENOLOGY
Focus on Methodology

Cheryl Tatano Beck

Introduction to Phenomenology: Focus 
on Methodology breaks down the history, 
methodology, and application so students 
can more easily write proposals and conduct 
phenomenological research. This book 
provides a clear picture of phenomenology’s 
applications to social, behavioral, and health 
sciences, covering both interpretive and 
descriptive phenomenology from research design through analysis.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544319551 • 224pp

1st edition • May-20 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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PARTICIPATORY 
RESEARCH
Why and How to Involve People  
in Research

Dirk Schubotz

Going beyond a general introduction to offer 
a hands-on guide, Participatory Research 
empowers students to feel confident 
understanding and applying participatory 
methods to their research projects.

Readership: Upper level students and 
researchers in social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781446273371 • 264pp

1st edition • Oct-19 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS
An Introduction

Carol Grbich

In this fully updated and expanded Second 
Edition, Carol Grbich provides a guide through 
current issues in the analysis of qualitative 
data.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781446202975 • 344pp

2nd edition • Nov-12 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
DESIGN
An Interactive Approach

Joseph A. Maxwell

The Third Edition of Qualitative Research 
Design presents an approach that both 
captures what researchers really do and 
provides step-by-step support and guidance 
for those embarking for the first time on 
designing a qualitative study.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412981194 • 232pp

3rd edition • Aug-12 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

AN APPLIED GUIDE TO 
RESEARCH DESIGNS
Quantitative, Qualitative, and  
Mixed Methods

William Alex Edmonds, Thomas D. Kennedy

This book visually presents quantitative, 
qualitative, and mixed methods research 
designs in a way that students and 
researchers can readily understand and 
accurately apply in their own investigations.

Readership: Upper level undergraduate 
and graduate level courses in Research Methods across most disciplines, 
specifically Education, Psychology, and Sociology/Social Work.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781483317274 • 392pp

2nd edition • Jul-16 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

BAYESIAN METHODS IN 
STATISTICS
From Concepts to Practice

Mel Slater

This book gets students up and running with 
doing complex Bayesian statistics, focussing 
on applied analysis rather than maths.

Readership: Postgraduate students taking 
courses in Bayesian statistics or (advanced) 
quantitative research methods.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529768602 • 272pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

BEGINNING STATISTICS
An Introduction for Social Scientists

Liam Foster, Ian Diamond, Julie Banton

With an emphasis on describing concepts, 
showing through example and illustrating 
points with graphs and displays, this book 
provides readers with a step-by-step 
introduction to using statistics.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446280706 • 304pp

2nd edition • Nov-14 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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DOING COMPUTATIONAL 
SOCIAL SCIENCE
A Practical Introduction

John McLevey

Computational approaches offer exciting 
opportunities for us to do social science 
differently. This beginner’s guide discusses a 
range of computational methods and how to 
use them to study the problems and questions  
of research.

Readership: Postgraduate or advanced upper 
undergraduates studying computational social science, social data science 
or similar modules.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526468185 • 768pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERMEDIATE 
STATISTICS
A Conceptual Course

Brett W. Pelham

A student-friendly text which enables students 
to appreciate the logic of descriptive and 
inferential statistics, and understand which 
techniques are best suited to which kinds of 
data or research questions.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Hardcover • 9781412994989 • 448pp

1st edition • Oct-12 • £96

SAGE Publications, Inc

MAKING SENSE OF DATA 
IN THE MEDIA
Andrew Bell, Todd Hartman, Aneta Piekut, 
Alasdair Rae, Mark Taylor

Through a series of examples of statistics in 
the media, this book shows students how to 
critically assess the presentation of data in the 
media, to identify what is significant  
and to sort verifiable conclusions from 
misleading claims.

Readership: Students across social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526447203 • 272pp

1st edition • Nov-19 • £27.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

MAKING SENSE OF 
NUMBERS
Quantitative Reasoning for  
Social Research

Jane E. Miller

Making Sense of Numbers teaches students 
the skills they need to be both consumers 
and producers of quantitative research: 
able to read about, collect, calculate, and 
communicate numeric information for 
both everyday tasks and school or work 
assignments. Jane E. Miller uses annotated 
examples on a wide variety of topics to illustrate how to use new terms, 
concepts, and approaches to working with numbers.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544355597 • 616pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £66

SAGE Publications, Inc

MATHEMATICS FOR 
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS
Jonathan Michael Kropko

A non-intimidating approach to learning or 
reviewing math skills essential in quantitative 
research methods.

Readership: Students across the  
social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506304212 • 408pp

1st edition • Nov-15 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

MULTILEVEL MODELING
Applications in STATA®, IBM® SPSS®, 
SAS®, R, & HLM™

G. David Garson

Providing a gentle, hands-on illustration of the 
most common types of multilevel modeling 
software, offering instructors multiple 
software resources for their students and an 
applications-based foundation for teaching 
multilevel modeling in the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544319292 • 552pp

1st edition • Sep-19 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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PRACTICAL PROPENSITY 
SCORE METHODS USING R
Walter Lana Leite

This practical book uses a step-by-step 
analysis of realistic examples to help 
students understand the theory and code for 
implementing propensity score analysis with 
the R statistical language.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781452288888 • 224pp

1st edition • Feb-17 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

PRESENTING STATISTICAL 
RESULTS EFFECTIVELY
Robert Andersen, David A. Armstrong II

Perfect for any statistics student or researcher, 
this book offers hands-on guidance on 
interpreting, analysing, and presenting results 
to achieve maximum impact.

Readership: This book is targeted at 
postgraduate students and researchers 
working with statistical data across the social 
sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446269817 • 408pp

1st edition • Jan-22 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

STATISTICS AND DATA 
VISUALIZATION USING R
The Art and Practice of Data Analysis

David Stacy Brown

Statistics and Data Visualization Using 
R: The Art and Practice of Data Analysis 
teaches students statistics visually, focusing 
on interpreting graphs and charts to learn 
statistical concepts, from the mean through 
regression.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544333861 • 616pp

1st edition • Nov-21 • £96

SAGE Publications, Inc

STRAIGHTFORWARD 
STATISTICS WITH EXCEL®

Chieh-Chen Bowen

Written in an accessible and clear manner, 
Straightforward Statistics with Excel®, 
Second Edition, helps students across the 
social and behavioral sciences gradually build 
their skills to develop a better understanding 
of the world around them. The Second Edition 
features Excel instructions and exercises 
so students can use the widely-available 
software.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544361963 • 496pp

2nd edition • Dec-21 • £64.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

STARTING STATISTICS
A Short, Clear Guide

Neil Burdess

Explains the basic ideas behind the statistics 
as clearly and briefly as possible, showing 
that the basics of statistics are something that 
virtually everyone can handle with a bit of time 
and effort.

Readership: Students taking introductory 
statistics modules.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781849200981 • 200pp

1st edition • Feb-10 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

STUDY GUIDE FOR 
PSYCHOLOGY TO 
ACCOMPANY SALKIND 
AND FREY’S STATISTICS 
FOR PEOPLE WHO (THINK 
THEY) HATE STATISTICS
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey,  
Ryan Jeffrey Winter

This study guide for introductory statistics 
courses in psychology departments is designed to accompany  
Neil J. Salkind and Bruce B. Frey’s best-selling Statistics for People Who 
(Think They) Hate Statistics, Seventh Edition. Extra exercises; activities; 
and true/false, multiple choice, and essay questions (with answers to all 
questions) feature psychology-specific content to help further student 
mastery of text concepts. 

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781544395920 • 208pp

7th edition • Aug-19 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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A PRIMER ON PARTIAL 
LEAST SQUARES 
STRUCTURAL EQUATION 
MODELING (PLS-SEM)
Joseph F. Hair, Jr., G. T. Hult,  
Christian M. Ringle, Marko Sarstedt

The Third Edition of A Primer on Partial 
Least Squares Structural Equation 
Modeling (PLS-SEM) guides readers through 
learning and mastering the techniques of this 
approach. The authors use their teaching 
experience to communicate the fundamentals of PLS-SEM with limited 
emphasis on equations and and symbols, relying on straightforward 
language instead.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544396408 • 384pp

3rd edition • Oct-21 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

ASSOCIATION MODELS
Raymond Sin-Kwok Wong

Offers a unified framework to help students 
and researchers to analyze and understand 
any social science data that are organized in 
cross-classified formats.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412968874 • 176pp

1st edition • Apr-10 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CONFIRMATORY FACTOR 
ANALYSIS
J. “Jason” Micah Roos, Shawn Bauldry

Measurement connects theoretical concepts 
to what is observable in the empirical world, 
and is fundamental to all social and behavioral 
research. In this volume, J. Micah Roos and 
Shawn Bauldry introduce a popular approach 
to measurement: confirmatory factor analysis, 
with examples in every chapter drawn from 
national survey data. 

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544375137 • 144pp

1st edition • Jan-22 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

EXPLORATORY FACTOR 
ANALYSIS
W. Holmes Finch

A firm knowledge of factor analysis is key to 
understanding much published research in the 
social and behavioral sciences. Exploratory 
Factor Analysis by W. Holmes Finch provides 
a solid foundation in exploratory factor 
analysis (EFA), which along with confirmatory 
factor analysis, represents one of the two 
major strands in this field. The book lays out 
the mathematical foundations of EFA; explores 
the range of methods for extracting the initial 
factor structure; explains factor rotation; and outlines the methods for 
determining the number of factors to retain in EFA. 

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544339887 • 144pp

1st edition • Dec-19 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

GENERALIZED 
LINEAR MODELS FOR 
BOUNDED AND LIMITED 
QUANTITATIVE VARIABLES
Michael Smithson, Yiyun Shou

The book brings together material on the 
analysis of limited and bounded variables that 
is scattered across the literature in several 
disciplines, and presents it in a style that is 
accessible and up-to-date.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544334530 • 136pp

1st edition • Dec-19 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

APPLIED REGRESSION
An Introduction

Colin Lewis-Beck, Michael S. Lewis-Beck

Known for its readability and clarity, 
this Second Edition of the best-selling 
Applied Regression provides an accessible 
introduction to regression analysis for social 
scientists and other professionals who want 
to model quantitative data. After covering 
the basic idea of fitting a straight line to a 
scatter of data points, the text uses clear 
language to explain both the mathematics 
and assumptions behind the simple linear 
regression model.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483381473 • 120pp

2nd edition • Sep-15 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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LOGISTIC REGRESSION
A Primer

Fred C. Pampel

This volume helps readers understand the 
intuitive logic behind logistic regression 
through nontechnical language and simple 
examples.

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071816202 • 152pp

2nd edition • Nov-20 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

UNDERSTANDING 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
An Introductory Guide

Larry D. Schroeder, David L. Sjoquist,  
Paula E. Stephan Amis

This book presents the fundamentals of 
regression analysis, from its meaning to  
uses, in a concise, easy-to-read, and non-
technical style.

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506332888 • 120pp

2nd edition • Feb-17 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

GATHER YOUR  
DATA ONLINE
Little Quick Fix

Janet E. Salmons

This quick guide will help students be 
prepared for and avoid the unique and 
complex issues that can arise when working 
with online data, enabling them to decide 
what online data is best suited to their 
research question.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781526490292 • 120pp

1st edition • Aug-19 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
ETHICS
Ron Iphofen, Martin Tolich

This Handbook provides a much-needed and 
in-depth review of the distinctive set of ethical 
considerations which accompanies qualitative 
research, drawing on lessons learned and 
successful methods for surmounting problems 
– the tried and true, and the new.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781473970977 • 584pp

1st edition • Mar-18 • £120

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING DIGITAL METHODS
Richard Rogers

From building a URL list to discover internet 
censorship to making Twitter API outputs 
tell stories, Doing Digital Methods teaches 
the reader how to use digital devices, search 
engines and social media platforms to study 
some of the most urgent social issues of  
our time.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Hardcover • 9781526444714 • 328pp

1st edition • May-19 • £95

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING REAL RESEARCH
A Practical Guide to Social Research

Eric L. Jensen, Charles Laurie

Challenging readers to move beyond 
the formality and idealized settings of 
conventional methods teaching, this book 
offers frank, practical advice designed to 
empower students and researchers working in 
the real world.

Readership: Researchers across the social 
and behavioural sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446273883 • 400pp

1st edition • Mar-16 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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HOW TO DO YOUR 
RESEARCH PROJECT
A Guide for Students

Gary Thomas

The Third Edition of this bestselling title 
continues to lead the way as an essential 
guide for anyone undertaking a research 
project in the applied social sciences.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences embarking on a research 
project.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473948877 • 360pp

3rd edition • Jun-17 • £25.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCHING  
SOCIAL LIFE
Nigel Gilbert, Paul Stoneman

Paul Stoneman and Nigel Gilbert breathe new 
energy into this classic bestselling textbook, 
providing clear, relevant advice and extensive 
coverage of all the research methods required 
to help students understand today’s society.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446295458 • 624pp

4th edition • Dec-15 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

SAGE RESEARCH 
METHODS FOUNDATIONS
Paul Atkinson, Sara Delamont,  
Alexandru Cernat, Joseph W. Sakshaug, 
Richard A. Williams

SAGE Research Methods Foundations 
brings together, over 10 volumes, authoritative 
essays and entries with comprehensive 
coverage of methods and methodologies 
across the social sciences.

Readership: This book provides a reference 
resource for all levels across all social science 
disciplines, from undergraduates learning the concepts of research, to 
postgraduate students honing their skills and scholars and practitioners 
exploring cutting-edge developments and specialist techniques.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Reference

Hardcover • 9781473965003 • 5568pp

1st edition • Apr-21 • £2500

SAGE Publications Ltd

PLAN YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Little Quick Fix

Kelly Trivedy

Guiding students through how to plan 
research projects, this Little Quick Fix covers 
everything from how to get started and the 
stages of research, to avoiding procrastination 
and staying on track.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences undertaking a research module, 
project or dissertation.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781529741360 • 140pp

1st edition • Feb-21 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RE-IMAGINING THE 
RESEARCH PROCESS
Conventional and Alternative 
Metaphors

Mats Alvesson, Jorgen Sandberg

This book offers a unique solution to the 
shortage of more imaginative and engaging 
research by re-imagining the core elements of 
the research process.

Readership: This book is suitable for upper-
undergraduate and postgraduate students 
of research methods-related courses and any researchers interested in 
challenging traditional views of the research process.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781529732146 • 208pp

1st edition • Oct-21 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH
Sara Price, Carey Jewitt, Barry Brown

Providing readers with an expansive and 
international overview, this Handbook is 
the ideal resource on this fast-paced and 
ubiquitous field.

Readership: Social science postgraduate 
students, researchers and academics 
interested in research on digital technology, or 
using digital technology to undertake research.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781446200476 • 512pp

1st edition • Aug-13 • £130

SAGE Publications Ltd
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF PARTICIPATORY 
RESEARCH AND INQUIRY
Danny Burns, Jo Howard, Sonia M. Ospina

This Handbook covers pioneering new 
participatory research techniques including 
methods that can be operationalised at scale, 
approaches to engaging the poorest and 
most marginalised, and ways of harnessing 
technologies to increase the scope of 
participation.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781526440501 • 1168pp

1st edition • Sep-21 • £265

SAGE Publications Ltd

A PRACTICAL 
INTRODUCTION TO 
SURVEY DESIGN
A Beginner’s Guide

Haydn Aarons

Through templates and real-world examples, 
this step-by-step guide clearly illustrates 
what good and bad data look like, in order to 
help students get going quickly and build an 
effective survey around a research question. 
In each chapter, survey-based challenges are 
linked to the broader research issues, maintaining the important theoretical 
context to the learning process.

Readership: Undergraduate or early postgraduate students designing 
surveys as part of a research project or dissertation.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526460301 • 360pp

1st edition • Dec-20 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

COMMUNICATING WITH 
DATA VISUALISATION
A Practical Guide

Adam Frost, Tobias Sturt, Jim Kynvin, 
Sergio Fernandez Gallardo

This book offers a four-step framework for 
transforming data into innovative, persuasive 
visualisations that will appeal to different 
audiences.

Readership: This book will target practitioners 
and researchers already working with data and 
wanting to visualise/communicate with it effectively.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529743777 • 368pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH METHODS  
IN PRACTICE
Strategies for Description and 
Causation

Dahlia K. Remler, Gregg G. Van Ryzin

Updated to reflect changes in both research 
and methods, this Third Edition of Remler and 
Van Ryzin’s innovative, standard-setting text 
is imbued with a deep commitment to making 
social and policy research methods accessible 
and meaningful.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544318424 • 760pp

3rd edition • Dec-21 • £97

SAGE Publications, Inc

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 
DOING YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Zina O’Leary

In her detailed and down-to-earth style, 
Zina O’Leary sets out how to approach 
each stage of a research project; from 
choosing a research design and methodology 
to collecting and analysing data, then 
communicating results - while showcasing 
best practice along the way.

Readership: Students across the social and behavioural sciences 
embarking on a research project.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529713466 • 456pp

4th edition • Mar-21 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

UNDERSTANDING AND 
EVALUATING RESEARCH
A Critical Guide

Sue L. T. McGregor

Understanding and Evaluating Research: 
A Critical Guide shows students how to 
be critical consumers of research and to 
appreciate the power of methodology as it 
shapes the research question, the use of 
theory in the study, the methods used, and 
how the outcomes are reported.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506350950 • 600pp

1st edition • Jan-18 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc
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DOING A LITERATURE 
REVIEW
Releasing the Research Imagination

Chris Hart

In combining a critical, philosophical approach 
with an expertly selected body of practical 
examples, the Second Edition of Chris Hart’s 
landmark text provides both the intellectual 
understanding and the technical skills required 
to produce sophisticated, robust literature 
reviews of the very highest standard.

Readership: Postgraduate researchers across the social and  
behavioural sciences.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Student Reference

Paperback & eBook (Slimpack) • 9781526475732 • 352pp

2nd edition • Feb-18 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

100 QUESTIONS (AND 
ANSWERS) ABOUT 
RESEARCH METHODS
Neil Joseph Salkind

The handy guide that helps readers better 
understand the process of research, from 
the initial asking of questions through to the 
analysis and interpretation of data leading to a 
final report - and everything in between.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412992039 • 192pp

1st edition • Jul-11 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CONVERSATIONS ABOUT 
GROUP CONCEPT 
MAPPING
Applications, Examples, and 
Enhancements

Mary A. Kane, Scott R. Rosas

Conversations About Group Concept 
Mapping: Applications, Examples, & 
Enhancements takes a concise, practice-
based approach to concept mapping. After 
defining the method, demonstrating how to 
design a project, and providing guidelines to analyse the results, the book 
then dives into real research exemplars.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506329185 • 312pp

1st edition • Jan-18 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

DOING CRITICAL 
RESEARCH
Mats Alvesson, Stanley Deetz

Based on the seminal text from the beginning 
of the Twenty-first Century, Doing Critical 
Management Research (SAGE, 2000), 
Alvesson and Deetz have broadened their 
focus to provide an authoritative and insightful 
framework for navigating critical theories and 
methods across all of the social sciences.

Readership: Post graduate, PhD students and 
academics studying Research Methods and 
Skills across all social science disciplines.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781529732177 • 232pp

1st edition • Dec-20 • £39.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

PROPOSALS THAT WORK
A Guide for Planning Dissertations 
and Grant Proposals

Lawrence F. Locke, Waneen Wyrick 
Spirduso, Stephen J. Silverman

Covering all aspects of the proposal process, 
from the most basic questions about form and 
style to the task of seeking funding, this Sixth 
Edition has been completely updated and 
revised to offer clear advice backed up with 
excellent examples.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781452216850 • 408pp

6th edition • Jun-13 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

THE ART OF FUNDING AND 
IMPLEMENTING IDEAS
A Guide to Proposal Development  
and Project Management

Arnold R. Shore, John Michael Carfora

This book was written in response to the 
needs of staff and graduate students for a 
meaningful guide that starts where they begin 
a research project. It includes a step-by-step 
approach to turning a research idea into a 
proposal worthy of funding, demystifying the 
process as a result.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412980425 • 112pp

1st edition • Jun-10 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF 
GRANT WRITING
Cynthia E. Carr

Using examples from a variety of disciplines, 
this helpful guide verses readers in the 
best practices for planning, writing and 
winning research grants, offering novices 
the tools they need to begin writing grants 
and allowing those with more experience to 
sharpen their skills.

Readership: Students, lecturers and university 
staff involved in grant proposal writing.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452259031 • 256pp

1st edition • Oct-14 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL 
RESEARCH
Thinking Creatively about Method

Jennifer Mason, Angela Dale

Focussing on three key areas in the 
social sciences, this book draws together 
contributors from a variety of areas who use 
a range of methodological approaches. This 
presents the reader with an inspirational guide 
to understanding and using methods and 
approaches in their research.

Readership: Social science students and researchers.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781848601451 • 264pp

1st edition • Dec-10 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

USING PHOTOGRAPHS IN 
SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL 
RESEARCH
Penny Tinkler

Written by one of the world’s leading 
authorities on image-based methods, this 
is the first book to investigate, in-depth, the 
use of photographs and photo images in 
research. Using real-world case studies and 
over 40 images, it explains the conceptual and 
methodological approaches needed to study 
photographs and images.

Readership: Students and researchers in history and the social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9780857020376 • 248pp

1st edition • Feb-13 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING DOCUMENT 
ANALYSIS
A Practice-Oriented Method

Kristin Asdal, Hilde Reinertsen

Grounded in real examples, this book gives 
students the skills and confidence to conduct 
rich, systematic analysis of print and digital 
documents.

Readership: For MA and PhD students 
across the social sciences studying or doing 
document analysis, discourse analysis, 
qualitative methods and social research methods.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529759792 • 256pp

1st edition • Jan-22 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING RESEARCH IN THE 
REAL WORLD
David E Gray

This practical guide walks students through 
their whole research project, from first starting 
out and deciding on a topic or question to 
writing up and presenting research.

Readership: Upper undergraduate and 
masters students taking Research Methods or 
Social Research Methods courses.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529742442 • 920pp

5th edition • Dec-21 • £40.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

COMPARATIVE-
HISTORICAL METHODS
Matthew Lange

This clear and accessible book, which both 
describes what comparative-historical 
research is used for and also introduces what 
these methods actually are, is an easy-to-
follow introduction to the subject.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduates 
in the social sciences, especially those in 
sociology and politics.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781849206280 • 208pp

1st edition • Nov-12 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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INDIGENOUS RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGIES
Bagele Chilisa

Author Bagele Chilisa updates her 
groundbreaking textbook to give a new 
generation of scholars a crucial foundation in 
indigenous research methodologies.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483333472 • 392pp

2nd edition • Jan-20 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

APPLIED STATISTICS 
USING R
A Guide for the Social Sciences

Mehmet Mehmetoglu, Matthias Mittner

Drawing on real-world data to showcase 
different techniques, this practical book helps 
students use R for data analysis in their  
own research.

Readership: Upper undergraduate and 
postgraduate students across the social 
science taking applied research methods/
statistics/quantitative methods courses.

Subject: Statistical Computing Environments.
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526476227 • 400pp

1st edition • Nov-21 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MATLAB FOR BEHAVIORAL 
RESEARCHERS
Chris R. Madan

This hands-on guide shows psychology 
students how to use MATLAB for analyzing 
experimental data. Written in a conversational 
and non-intimidating style, the author walks 
students step-by-step through importing  
their data, working with their data, and 
plotting data for presentation-ready figures 
and graphs.

Readership: Students across the behavioural sciences.

Subject: Statistical Computing Environments
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452255408 • 280pp

1st edition • Feb-14 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

INTRODUCTION TO 
STRUCTURAL EQUATION 
MODELING USING IBM 
SPSS STATISTICS AND 
AMOS
Niels J. Blunch

This comprehensive Second Edition offers 
readers a complete guide to carrying out 
research projects involving structural equation 
modeling (SEM).

Readership: Advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students and 
researchers across the social and behavioural sciences.

Subject: Structural Equation Modeling
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781446249000 • 312pp

2nd edition • Nov-12 • £41.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

NONRECURSIVE MODELS
Endogeneity, Reciprocal 
Relationships, and Feedback Loops

Pamela Marie Paxton, John Robert Hipp, 
Sandra Marquart-Pyatt

This text guides readers through the 
specification and identification of 
simultaneous equation models, how to assess 
the quality of the estimates and how to 
correctly interpret results.

Subject: Structural Equation Modeling
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412974448 • 144pp

1st edition • May-11 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

RESPONDENT  
CENTRED SURVEYS
Stop, Listen and then Design

Laura Wilson, Emma Dickinson

Too often, surveys are designed for the 
analyst, rather than the respondent. This 
book challenges the status quo by putting 
respondents’ needs at the heart of survey 
development. It encourages readers to stop, 
listen, and then design to improve response 
rates and collect high quality data.

Readership: MA and PhD students studying advanced survey design 
or advanced research methods, as well as academics, researchers and 
practitioners.

Subject: Survey Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529701265 • 248pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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ARGUMENT-BASED 
VALIDATION IN TESTING 
AND ASSESSMENT
Carol Ann Chapelle

Argument-Based Validation in Testing and 
Assessment is intended to help close the gap 
between theory and practice, by introducing, 
explaining, and demonstrating how test 
developers can formulate the overall design 
for their validation research from an argument-
based perspective.

Subject: Test & Measurement
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544334486 • 160pp

1st edition • May-20 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

SCALE DEVELOPMENT
Theory and Applications

Robert F. DeVellis, Carolyn T. Thorpe

Scale Development: Theory and 
Applications, by Robert F. DeVellis and new 
co-author Carolyn T. Thorpe, demystifies 
measurement by emphasizing a logical rather 
than strictly mathematical understanding of 
concepts. The Fifth Edition includes a new 
chapter that lays out the key concepts that 
distinguish indices from scales.

Subject: Test & Measurement
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544379340 • 304pp

5th edition • Jan-22 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

HOW TO READ AND  
WRITE CRITICALLY
Alex Baratta

Success in assessments demands criticality. 
This book draws on multiple examples to 
teach students how to think, read and write 
critically in essays, dissertations, posters  
and more.

Readership: For undergraduate students in 
any discipline looking to improve their essay 
writing and reading skills.

Subject: Study Skills (Academic)
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781529757996 • 224pp

1st edition • Nov-21 • £17.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

SYSTEMATIC 
APPROACHES TO A 
SUCCESSFUL LITERATURE 
REVIEW
Andrew Booth, Anthea Sutton, Mark 
Clowes, Marrissa Martyn-St James

This book takes the guesswork out of writing 
literature reviews, providing a step-by-step 
process that works with any data.

Readership: This book is for any upper 
undergraduate or postgraduate student across the social sciences who will 
be producing a literature review as part of a dissertation or assessment.

Subject: Literature Reviews
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529711844 • 424pp

3rd edition • Dec-21 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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